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Sara and the Search for Normal - Wesley King 2020-06-02
“Readers will appreciate [Sara] as good literary company even as they
develop sympathy for her struggles.” —BCCB “It’s the vivid, insightful
depiction of Sara’s internal struggles that readers will remember.”
—Booklist “A must-buy.” —School Library Journal (starred review) In this
prequel to the Edgar Award–winning OCDaniel, fan-favorite Sara quests
for “normal” and finds something even better along the way. Sara’s Rules
to be Normal 1. Stop taking your pills 19. Make a friend 137. Don’t put
mayonnaise on peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. Sara wants one thing:
to be normal. What she has instead are multiple diagnoses from Dr. Ring.
Sara’s constant battle with False Alarm—what she calls panic
attacks—and other episodes cause her to isolate herself. She rarely
speaks, especially not at school, and so she doesn’t have any friends. But
when she starts group therapy she meets someone new. Talkative and
outgoing Erin doesn’t believe in “normal,” and Sara finds herself in
unfamiliar territory: at the movies, at a birthday party, and with someone
to tell about her crush—in short, with a friend. But there’s more to Erin
than her cheerful exterior, and Sara begins to wonder if helping Erin will
mean sacrificing their friendship.
The Wizenard Series: Training Camp - Kobe Bryant 2019-03-19
#1 New York Times Bestseller From the mind of basketball legend and
Academy Award–winning storyteller Kobe Bryant comes this radically

original portrait of five young basketball players, one enlightening coach,
and the awesome transformative power of the game. Filled with insights
about the mental stamina and emotional clarity that peak performance
requires, this is an indispensable story for young athletes, coaches,
educators, and anyone interested in the astonishing potential of team
sports to unlock individual growth. THE GAME WILL NEVER BE THE
SAME Magic doesn’t seem possible for the West Bottom Badgers.
They’re the lowest-ranked basketball team in their league, and they live
in the poorest neighborhood in Dren. Nobody expects them to succeed at
anything. Plus, every kid on the team has secret struggles of his own.
When a new coach named Professor Wizenard arrives on the first day of
training camp, the Badgers can’t explain the magical-seeming things
they see and hear. Every player experiences unique and strange
visions—visions that challenge everything they thought they knew about
basketball, and about their lives and their secrets off the court. To
survive the increasingly intense ordeals of training, the Badgers will
need to take unimaginable risks, learn to trust their teammates, and
confront the darkness within themselves.
OCDaniel - Wesley King 2017-04-11
From the author of Incredible Space Raiders from Space! comes a brandnew coming-of-age story about a boy whose life revolves around hiding
his obsessive compulsive disorder-until he gets a mysterious note that
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changes everything.
Romeo Blue - Phoebe Stone 2013-05-28
When Flissy Bathburn's parents first dropped her off in Bottlebay, Maine,
she hated everything about it. She hated the big gloomy house she was
to live in. She hated meeting her long-lost and highly eccentric relatives.
And most of all, she hated knowing that she was safe in America while
her parents faced the guns of WWII in Europe. But a year has passed
now, and Flissy has grown to love her life in Bottlebay -- and especially
Derek, the boy the Bathburns have adopted. Then a man claiming to be
Derek's true father arrives, and soon he's asking all sorts of strange
questions. Flissy has a nose for trouble. Has Derek's new father come to
take him away . . . or is there something even more sinister happening in
Bottlebay, Maine?
Can You See Me? - Libby Scott 2020-03-03
A coming-of-age story about learning to celebrate yourself -- and
teaching the world to recognize you, too -- perfect for fans of R. J.
Palacio's Wonder! "This glimpse into the world of a young autistic girl is
astonishingly insightful and honest. Tally's struggles to 'fit in' are heartwrenching, and her victories are glorious." -- Ann M. Martin, Newbery
Honor and New York Times bestselling author of Rain ReignThings Tally
is dreading about sixth grade:-- Being in classes without her best friends- New (scratchy) uniforms-- Hiding her autismTally isn't ashamed of
being autistic -- even if it complicates life sometimes, it's part of who she
is. But this is her first year at Kingswood Academy, and her best friend,
Layla, is the only one who knows. And while a lot of other people are
uncomfortable around Tally, Layla has never been one of them . . . until
now.Something is different about sixth grade, and Tally now feels like
she has to act "normal." But as Tally hides her true self, she starts to
wonder what "normal" means after all and whether fitting in is really
what matters most.Inspired by young coauthor Libby Scott's own
experiences with autism, this is an honest and moving middle-school
story of friends, family, and finding one's place.
Forget Me Not - Ellie Terry 2017-03-14
Astronomy-loving Calliope June has Tourette syndrome, so she

sometimes makes faces or noises that she doesn't mean to make. When
she and her mother move yet again, she tries to hide her TS. But it isn't
long before the kids at her new school realize she's different. Only
Calliope's neighbor, who is also the popular student body president, sees
her as she truly is--an interesting person and a good friend. But is he
brave enough to take their friendship public? As Calliope navigates
school, she must also face her mother's new relationship and the fact
that they might be moving--again--just as she starts to make friends and
finally accept her differences. Ellie Terry's affecting debut will speak to a
wide audience about being true to oneself.
33 Minutes - Todd Hasak-Lowy 2014-01-07
An epic lunch period leads to a fateful showdown as small, skinny
seventh-grader Sam's former best friend--now a popular athlete-promises to beat Sam up at recess in exactly thirty-three minutes.
Hello (From Here) - Chandler Baker 2021-09-07
A heartfelt, witty, and thought-provoking YA love story about two teens
who fall for each other while forced apart during quarantine, written by
two New York Times bestselling authors, and for fans of Five Feet Apart,
Anna and the French Kiss, and My Life Next Door Maxine and Jonah
meet in the canned goods aisle just as California is going into lockdown.
Max’s part-time job as a personal grocery shopper is about to transform
into a hellish gauntlet. Jonah’s preexisting anxiety is about to become an
epic daily struggle. As Max and Jonah get to know each other through
FaceTime dates, socially distanced playground hangs, and the escalating
heartbreaks of the pandemic, they’re pushed apart by what they don’t
share and pulled closer by what they do. As thoughtful, probing, and
informed as it is buoyant, romantic, and funny, Hello (From Here) cuts
across differences in class, privilege, and mental health, all thrown into
stark relief by the COVID-19 pandemic. Here’s a novel that looks at the
first two months of the quarantine, and adds falling in love to the mess.
"Hello (From Here) isn't just a book about the pandemic." —PopSugar
"It's also a funny, poignant romcom about the unpredictability of love in
chaotic times. . . . Excellent." —BCCB * "Satisfyingly banter-filled." —PW,
starred review “Sweet . . . Effectively rendered.” —Kirkus "Realistic."
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—SLJ "Not your typical romantic comedy, [it's] a timely update of the
genre." —Booklist "Witty, entertaining . . . endearing and relatable.”
—Common Sense Media "An unputdownable story that YA readers will
adore.” —Brightly “Funny, romantic, and eerily familiar.” —author Kelly
Loy Gilbert “Witty, hilarious, heart-filled, and romantic.” —author Jeff
Zentner "In a category of its own. . . . Wonderful.” —Postmedia
Athlete Vs. Mathlete - W. C. Mack 2013-02-05
When their two worlds collide in seventh grade, fraternal twins and
opposites Owen and Russell find themselves in direct competition at
school, on the court and at home. Simultaneous.
Samurai Rising - Pamela S. Turner 2018-03-13
A samurai fights for honor and survival in a real-life Game of Thrones.
Stirring narrative nonfiction recounts the rise of Minamoto Yoshitsune
from seemingly doomed infant to immortal warrior-hero (and one of the
most famous samurai in Japanese history). Acclaimed author Pamela S.
Turner delivers all the drama, romance, and tragedy of the original story-with delightfully dry wit and a healthy dose of modern perspective.
Gorgeous ink paintings by celebrated graphic-novelist Gareth Hinds
complete this irresistible package.
Stuck on Earth - David Klass 2010-03-16
Ketchvar III's mission is simple: travel to Planet Earth, inhabit the body
of an average teenager, and determine if the human race should be
annihilated. And so Ketchvar—who, to human eyes, looks just like a
common snail—crawls into the brain of one Tom Filber and attempts to
do his analysis. At first glance, Tom appears to be the perfect
specimen—fourteen years old, good health, above average intelligence.
But it soon becomes apparent that Tom Filber may be a little too
average—gawky, awkward, and utterly abhorred by his peers. An alien
within an alien's skin, Ketchvar quickly finds himself wrapped up in the
daily drama of teenage life—infuriating family members, raging bullies,
and undeniably beautiful next-door neighbors. And the more entangled
Ketchvar becomes, the harder it is to answer the question he was sent to
Earth to resolve: Should the Sandovinians release the Gagnerian Death
Ray and erase the human species for good? Or is it possible that Homo

sapiens really are worth saving? Wickedly wry and hysterically skewed,
David Klass's take on teen life on our fabulously flawed Planet Earth is an
engrossing look at true friends, truer enemies, and awkward alien first
kisses. Stuck on Earth is a 2011 Bank Street - Best Children's Book of the
Year.
Bionic - Suzanne Weyn 2016-10-25
From the author of The Bar Code Tattoo comes an exciting look at the
not too distant future. Mira has always almost had it all... until it all
crashes and burns. She's hurt in a horrible car accident, and the only
way the doctors can help is to try experimental prosthetics and chips that
are implanted directly into her brain. It's a huge risk, but after months of
testing and therapy, Mira is back, and better than ever.But soon her
friends turn against her as their parents call her on unfair advantages
and get her cut from lacrosse and the scholarships she was depending on
for college. And with her enhanced hearing, she knows how many people
in her school and her town are calling her a robot, a cyborg.Is that true?
Is Mira human, or is she somehow something other? How can she
overcome the ways people see her and just be herself... especially if she's
not really sure who that is anymore?Suzanne Weyn is always at the
cutting edge when it comes to new tech and the questions it raises about
the world we live in.
A World Below - Wesley King 2019-08-06
“A swift-paced survival tale that’s a cool blend of Lord of the Flies and
Journey to the Center of the Earth.” —School Library Journal “A sharp
meditation on the seemingly universal difficulties of being young, smart,
and uncertain.” —BCCB “A multifaceted journey from darkness to light.”
—Kirkus Reviews Winner of the Red Maple Fiction Award A class field
trips turns into an underground quest for survival in the latest middle
grade novel from the author of Edgar Award winner OCDaniel. Mr.
Baker’s eighth grade class thought they were in for a normal field trip to
Carlsbad Caverns in New Mexico. But when an earthquake hits, their
field trip takes a terrifying turn. The students are plunged into an
underground lake…and their teacher goes missing. They have no choice
but to try and make their way back above ground, even though no one
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can agree on the best course of action. The darkness brings out
everyone’s true self. Supplies dwindle and tensions mount. Pretty and
popular Silvia does everything she can to hide her panic attacks, even as
she tries to step up and be a leader. But the longer she’s underground,
the more frequent and debilitating they become. Meanwhile, Eric has
always been a social no one, preferring to sit at the back of the class and
spend evenings alone. Now, he finds himself separated from his class,
totally by himself underground. That is, until he meets an unexpected
stranger. Told from three different points of view, this fast-paced
adventure novel explores how group dynamics change under dire
circumstances. Do the students of Mr. Baker’s class really know each
other at all? Or do they just think they do? It turns out, it’s hard to hide
in the dark.
Sounder - William H. Armstrong 2011-07-12
This powerful Newbery-winning classic tells the story of the great coon
dog Sounder and his family. An African American boy and his family
rarely have enough to eat. Each night, the boy's father takes their dog,
Sounder, out to look for food. The man grows more desperate by the day.
When food suddenly appears on the table one morning, it seems like a
blessing. But the sheriff and his deputies are not far behind. The everloyal Sounder remains determined to help the family he loves as hard
times bear down. This classic novel shows the courage, love, and faith
that bind a family together despite the racism and inhumanity they face
in the nineteenth-century deep South. Readers who enjoy timeless dog
stories such as Old Yeller and Where the Red Fern Grows will find much
to love in Sounder, even as they read through tears at times.
For Your Own Good - Samantha Downing 2021-07-20
INSTANT USA TODAY BESTSELLER “Witty and macabre.”—Caroline
Kepnes "Slick and chilling."—Megan Miranda “I read all of her [books].
I've read everything.”—Cecily Strong from SNL for Vanity Fair “A perfect
summer book.”—NPR USA Today bestselling author Samantha Downing
is back with her latest sneaky thriller set at a prestigious private
school—complete with interfering parents, overeager students, and one
teacher who just wants to teach them all a lesson… Teddy Crutcher has

won Teacher of the Year at the prestigious Belmont Academy, home to
the best and brightest. He says his wife couldn’t be more proud—though
no one has seen her in a while. Teddy really can’t be bothered with a few
mysterious deaths on campus that’re looking more and more like murder
or with the student digging a little too deep into Teddy’s personal life.
His main focus is pushing these kids to their full academic potential. All
he wants is for his colleagues—and the endlessly meddlesome
parents—to stay out of his way. If not, well, they’ll get what they deserve.
It’s really too bad that sometimes excellence can come at such a high
cost.
Blood Will Tell - April Henry 2015-06-16
"Teen Portland Search and Rescue team member Nick Walker becomes a
prime suspect in a murder."-The Vindico - Wesley King 2013-06-13
X-Men meets The Breakfast Club in this darkly humorous adventure The
Vindico are a group of supervillains who have been fighting the League
of Heroes for as long as anyone can remember. Realizing they're not as
young as they used to be, they devise a plan to kidnap a group of
teenagers to take over for them when they retire--after all, how hard can
it be to teach a bunch of angsty teens to be evil? Held captive in a remote
mansion, five teens train with their mentors and receive superpowers
beyond their wildest dreams. Struggling to uncover the motives of the
Vindico, the teens have to trust each other to plot their escape. But they
quickly learn that the differences between good and evil are not as black
and white as they seem, and they are left wondering whose side they
should be fighting on after all . . . With fast-paced action, punchy
dialogue, and sarcastic humor, this high-stakes adventure from a
talented new YA voice pulls you in from the first page.
Dragons Vs. Drones - Wesley King 2017-02
A young computer genius is chased by sleek, high-tech drones into a land
populated by Godzilla-size dragons, setting off a war that only he can
stop. Part Eragon, part Transformers, with a magical beating heart at its
center. Marcus Brimley was just four years old when his CIA analyst
father went missing and the world branded him a traitor. Eight years
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later, searching for clues to find his father and prove his innocence,
Marcus breaks a complex code that sends him shooting through a storm
into an alternate realm . . . but he doesn't travel alone. When Marcus
lands in this new world, Dracone, he finds that he has been followed by
government drones. And they're out to destroy Marcus and all of
Dracone. While fleeing the drones, Marcus meets Dree, a twelve-year-old
Draconian girl who comes from a family of dragon riders. Dree explains
to Marcus that while humans and dragons used to be friends, Dracone's
new prime minister has turned them into enemies, with humans hunting
dragons for sport and dragon-riding families like Dree's pushed to the
poorer outskirts of the city. But the drones are firing on both the dragons
and the people of Dracone. Soon, Marcus and Dree discover that they
must get help from the dragons if they want to stop an all-out war that
will leave the incredible realm of Dracone decimated.
Plain Kate - Erin Bow 2010-09-01
Plain Kate lives in a world of superstitions and curses, where a song can
heal a wound and a shadow can work deep magic. As the wood-carver's
daughter, Kate held a carving knife before a spoon, and her wooden
charms are so fine that some even call her "witch-blade" -- a dangerous
nickname in a town where witches are hunted and burned in the square.
Wake Up Missing - Kate Messner 2014-09-23
After a concussion that affects her balance, memory, and other abilities,
twelve-year-old Kat goes to I-Can, the "Miracle Clinic in the Swamp,"
where she joins forces with other patients to expose a plot that
endangers them all.
Daniel's Story - Carol Matas 1993
Daniel, whose family suffers as the Nazis rise to power in Germany,
describes his imprisonment in a concentration camp and his eventual
liberation.
Jerk, California - Jonathan Friesen 2008-09-04
Read Jonathan Friesen's posts on the Penguin Blog. This Schneider
Family Book Award winner changed the face of Tourette's Syndrome for
modern teens. Wrought with tension, romance, and hope, Jerk, California
tells the story of Sam, who sets out on a cross-country quest to learn the

truth about his family and his inherited Tourette's Syndrome, along the
way finding both love and acceptance.
Ruby on the Outside - Nora Raleigh Baskin 2016-06-14
Eleven-year-old Ruby Danes has a real best friend for the first time ever,
but agonizes over whether or not to tell her a secret she has never
shared with anyone--that her mother has been in prison since Ruby was
five--and over whether to express her anger to her mother.
Each Kindness - Jacqueline Woodson 2012-10-23
WINNER OF A CORETTA SCOTT KING HONOR AND THE JANE
ADDAMS PEACE AWARD! Each kindness makes the world a little better
This unforgettable book is written and illustrated by the award-winning
team that created The Other Side and the Caldecott Honor winner
Coming On Home Soon. With its powerful anti-bullying message and
striking art, it will resonate with readers long after they've put it down.
Chloe and her friends won't play with the new girl, Maya. Every time
Maya tries to join Chloe and her friends, they reject her. Eventually Maya
stops coming to school. When Chloe's teacher gives a lesson about how
even small acts of kindness can change the world, Chloe is stung by the
lost opportunity for friendship, and thinks about how much better it
could have been if she'd shown a little kindness toward Maya.
The Leavers (National Book Award Finalist) - Lisa Ko 2018-04-24
FINALIST FOR THE 2017 NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FOR FICTION
Named a Best Book of 2017 by NPR, Entertainment Weekly, the Los
Angeles Times, BuzzFeed, Bustle, and Electric Literature “There was a
time I would have called Lisa Ko’s novel beautifully written, ambitious,
and moving, and all of that is true, but it’s more than that now: if you
want to understand a forgotten and essential part of the world we live in,
The Leavers is required reading.” —Ann Patchett, author of
Commonwealth Lisa Ko’s powerful debut, The Leavers, is the winner of
the 2016 PEN/Bellwether Prize for Fiction, awarded by Barbara
Kingsolver for a novel that addresses issues of social justice. One
morning, Deming Guo’s mother, Polly, an undocumented Chinese
immigrant, goes to her job at a nail salon—and never comes home. No
one can find any trace of her. With his mother gone, eleven-year-old
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Deming is left mystified and bereft. Eventually adopted by a pair of wellmeaning white professors, Deming is moved from the Bronx to a small
town upstate and renamed Daniel Wilkinson. But far from all he’s ever
known, Daniel struggles to reconcile his adoptive parents’ desire that he
assimilate with his memories of his mother and the community he left
behind. Told from the perspective of both Daniel—as he grows into a
directionless young man—and Polly, Ko’s novel gives us one of fiction’s
most singular mothers. Loving and selfish, determined and frightened,
Polly is forced to make one heartwrenching choice after another. Set in
New York and China, The Leavers is a vivid examination of borders and
belonging. It’s a moving story of how a boy comes into his own when
everything he loves is taken away, and how a mother learns to live with
the mistakes of the past.
Unbound: A Novel in Verse - Ann E. Burg 2016-09-27
From the award-winning author of All the Broken Pieces and Serafina's
Promise comes a breathtaking new novel that is her most transcendent
and widely accessible work to date.
Revolution Is Not a Dinner Party - Ying Chang Compestine
2009-09-29
The summer of 1972, before I turned nine, danger began knocking on
doors all over China. Nine-year-old Ling has a very happy life. Her
parents are both dedicated surgeons at the best hospital in Wuhan, and
her father teaches her English as they listen to Voice of America every
evening on the radio. But when one of Mao's political officers moves into
a room in their apartment, Ling begins to witness the gradual
disintegration of her world. In an atmosphere of increasing mistrust and
hatred, Ling fears for the safety of her neighbors, and soon, for herself
and her family. For the next four years, Ling will suffer more horrors
than many people face in a lifetime. Will she be able to grow and blossom
under the oppressive rule of Chairman Mao? Or will fighting to survive
destroy her spirit—and end her life? Revolution Is Not a Dinner Party is a
2008 Bank Street - Best Children's Book of the Year.
The Hate U Give - Angie Thomas 2017-02-28
8 starred reviews · Goodreads Choice Awards Best of the Best · William

C. Morris Award Winner · National Book Award Longlist · Printz Honor
Book · Coretta Scott King Honor Book · #1 New York Times Bestseller!
"Absolutely riveting!" —Jason Reynolds "Stunning." —John Green "This
story is necessary. This story is important." —Kirkus (starred review)
"Heartbreakingly topical." —Publishers Weekly (starred review) "A
marvel of verisimilitude." —Booklist (starred review) "A powerful, inyour-face novel." —Horn Book (starred review) Sixteen-year-old Starr
Carter moves between two worlds: the poor neighborhood where she
lives and the fancy suburban prep school she attends. The uneasy
balance between these worlds is shattered when Starr witnesses the fatal
shooting of her childhood best friend Khalil at the hands of a police
officer. Khalil was unarmed. Soon afterward, his death is a national
headline. Some are calling him a thug, maybe even a drug dealer and a
gangbanger. Protesters are taking to the streets in Khalil’s name. Some
cops and the local drug lord try to intimidate Starr and her family. What
everyone wants to know is: what really went down that night? And the
only person alive who can answer that is Starr. But what Starr does—or
does not—say could upend her community. It could also endanger her
life. Want more of Garden Heights? Catch Maverick and Seven’s story in
Concrete Rose, Angie Thomas's powerful prequel to The Hate U Give.
The Other Half of My Heart - Sundee T. Frazier 2010-06-08
The story of biracial twin sisters—one black, one white—and the summer
that tests their strong bond, from the author of Coretta Scott King/John
Steptoe New Talent Author Award-winner Brendan Buckley’s Universe
and Everything in It. When Minerva and Keira King were born, they
made headlines: Keira is black like Mama, but Minni is white like Daddy.
Together the family might look like part of a chessboard row, but they
are first and foremost the close-knit Kings. Then Grandmother Johnson
calls, to invite the twins down South to compete for the title of Miss
Black Pearl Preteen of America. Minni dreads the spotlight, but Keira
assures her that together they'll get through their stay with Grandmother
Johnson. But when their grandmother's bias against Keira reveals itself,
Keira pulls away from her twin. Minni has always believed that no matter
how different she and Keira are, they share a deep bond of the heart.
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Now she'll find out whether that’s really true. "One luminous pearl of a
sister story."--RITA WILLIAMS-GARCIA, author of the Newbery Honor
Award-winner One Crazy Summer Winner of the Skipping Stone Honor
Award *"Frazier highlights the contradictions, absurdities, humor, and
pain that accompany life as a mixed-race tween. Never didactic, this is
the richest portrait of multiracial identity and family since Virginia
Hamilton's 1976 novel Arilla Sun Down. An outstanding
achievement."—Kirkus Reviews, Starred *"Not only does Frazier raise
questions worth pondering, but her ability to round out each character,
looking past easy explanations for attitude, is impressive. . . . A novel
with a great deal of heart indeed."—Booklist, Starred
A Year in the Life of a Complete and Total Genius - Stacey Matson
2015-11-03
Arthur Bean is a genius-it's just that no one else realizes this quite yet.
He's going to be a world-famous author, and the first step is to win this
year's story-writing contest. What he writes is pretty funny, but it gets
him into trouble too. Like with his English teacher. And the school
newspaper advisor. And cool girl Kennedy. And Arthur's number one
nemesis, Robbie Zack. But all great authors spark controversy, so
Arthur's not too concerned. Through letters, email exchanges, "SEE ME"
notes and doodles, enter the funny, touching, and often mixed-up mind of
Arthur Bean, creative genius.
No Summit Out of Sight - Jordan Romero 2015-05-12
A record-setting teen mountaineer recounts the story of how he
successfully climbed Mount Everest at the age of 13 and completed all
seven summits two years later, describing the inspiration, training and
challenging work that enabled his achievements.
Finding Perfect - Elly Swartz 2016-10-18
When Molly's mom leaves their family to take a job in another country,
12-year-old Molly is certain she'll be back in one year, as promised. Her
older sister isn't so sure. To make matters worse, Molly's relationship
with her best friend is starting to feel strained just as she's nervously
preparing for an upcoming poetry slam. Suddenly, Molly's world feels
like it's spinning out of control. Counting, measuring, and organizing

help Molly feel more in control. But in time, her coping mechanism
becomes its own problem.But with some help from her siblings and
friends, Molly is able to face her OCD and be strong enough to get help
for it.
The Summer I Saved the World . . . in 65 Days - Michele Weber Hurwitz
2014-04-08
It's summertime, and thirteen-year-old Nina Ross is feeling kind of lost.
Her beloved grandma died last year; her parents work all the time; her
brother's busy; and her best friend is into clothes, makeup, and boys.
While Nina doesn't know what "her thing" is yet, it's definitely not
shopping and makeup. And it's not boys, either. Though . . . has Eli, the
boy next door, always been so cute? This summer, Nina decides to
change things. She hatches a plan. There are sixty-five days of summer.
Every day, she'll anonymously do one small but remarkable good thing
for someone in her neighborhood, and find out: does doing good actually
make a difference? Along the way, she discovers that her neighborhood,
and her family, are full of surprises and secrets. In this bighearted,
sweetly romantic novel, things may not turn out exactly as Nina expects.
They might be better. Praise: Finalist for the Golden Sower Award
(Nebraska) Nominated for the Pennsylvania Young Reader’s Choice
Awards Nominated for the Sunshine State Young Readers Award
(Florida)
The Gospel According to Larry - Janet Tashjian 2011-04-01
After creating a controversial and hugely popular website, teenager Josh
Swensen becomes trapped inside his brilliant creation and must find a
way to remain anonymous. I am lying on my bed doing my homework in
Greek and Latin roots for Advanced English. 'Ped' for foot, 'homo' for
man, 'nym' for name. I sit with the dictionary in front of me, coming up
with as many words as I can to complete the assignment. Pedestrian,
homicide, pseudonym . . . I have more than thirty of them. By accident -that's always how these life-changing things happen -- I connect two
halves that don't seem like a word until I look it up. 'Pseudo', false; and
'cide,' to kill = pseudocide. To pretend to kill (yourself). I stare at the
word for a good long time. Homicide, suicide, genocide: these are words
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you can find in the newspaper every day. But pseudocide . . . now here
was something different. My mind wanders from my homework to the
blue cotton threads of my bedspread. Pseudocide. A way to start again as
someone completely new, a way to burn the old self and try on a new
one. Josh Swensen isn't your average teenager - when he observes
America, he sees a powerhouse of consumerism and waste. He's even
tried to do something about it, with his start-up controversial website.
But when Josh rises to messiah status of the internet world, he discovers
that greed and superficiality are not easily escaped. Trapped inside his
own creation, Josh feels his only way out is to stage his death and be free
of his internet alter-ego, "Larry." But this plan comes with danger, and
soon Josh finds himself cut off from the world, with no one to turn to for
help. In this suspenseful young adult novel, Janet Tashjian has written a
probing tour-de-force.
Unidentified Suburban Object - Mike Jung 2016-04-26
The next person who compares Chloe Cho with famous violinist Abigail
Yang is going to HEAR it. Chloe has just about had it with people not
knowing the difference between someone who's Chinese, Japanese, or
Korean. She's had it with people thinking that everything she does well -getting good grades, winning first chair in the orchestra, et CETera -- are
because she's ASIAN. Of course, her own parents don't want to have
anything to DO with their Korean background. Any time Chloe asks them
a question they change the subject. They seem perfectly happy to be the
only Asian family in town. It's only when Chloe's with her best friend,
Shelly, that she doesn't feel like a total alien. Then a new teacher comes
to town: Ms. Lee. She's Korean American, and for the first time Chloe
has a person to talk to who seems to understand completely. For Ms.
Lee's class, Chloe finally gets to explore her family history. But what she
unearths is light-years away from what she expected.
Survival Strategies of the Almost Brave - Jen White 2015-06-09
Survival Strategy #50: If You Can, Be Brave It's easy to be brave when
your eight-year-old sister, Billie, looks up to you as her protector. Twelveyear-old Liberty feels it's her job to look after Billie once they are sent to
live with their father, whom they haven't seen since they were very

young. Dad is unpredictable on his best days, but when he abandons the
girls at a gas station in the middle of nowhere, Liberty's courage is truly
put to the test. As she and Billie struggle to make it home on their own,
they encounter a cast of both helpful and not-so-helpful characters,
including a man with caterpillar eyebrows, a lady dressed entirely in
lavender, a tattooed trucker with a soft spot for cats, a kid who is a little
too obsessed with Star Wars, and a woman who lives with a houseful of
nontraditional pets. Along the way, they learn that sometimes you have
to get a little bit lost to be found.
OCDaniel - Wesley King 2016-04-12
From the author of Incredible Space Raiders from Space! comes a brandnew coming-of-age story about a boy whose life revolves around hiding
his obsessive compulsive disorder-until he gets a mysterious note that
changes everything.
No Excuses - Derrick Coleman 2015-06-02
Trailblazing Seattle Seahawks fullback Derrick Coleman Jr.—the first
deaf athlete to play offense in the NFL—tells his inspirational journey of
persevering through every obstacle, remaining dedicated to the hard
work and a no-excuses attitude that ultimately earned him a Super Bowl
victory. Great for readers of all ages. Even at a young age, if anyone told
Derrick Coleman what he couldn’t do, he’d just reply, “Watch me.”
Diagnosed as hearing-impaired at age three, he faced a potentially
limited future, but neither he nor his family were going to let that
happen. Now Derrick shares the story of his remarkable journey toward
NFL stardom, of the friends and colleagues who cheered him on when
skeptics tried to chip away at his confidence, and of how every challenge
he faced only strengthened his resolve. At the heart of his story is his
unconventional family, whose one constant was always love. When
Derrick was misunderstood as “difficult,” or bullied and laughed at by
schoolmates, he removed his hearing aids and listened instead to his
mother’s advice: Never let anyone else tell you how far you can go.
Playing football became an outlet for Derrick’s restless energy and a way
of proving he could forge his own path. As a senior at UCLA, he became
a standout, an award-winning player who led his team with eleven
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his best to follow their lead, especially now. World War II has invaded
Davy’s homefront boyhood. Bill has joined up, breaking their dad’s heart.
It’s an intense, confusing time, and one that will spur Davy to grow up in
a hurry. This is one of Richard Peck’s finest novels—a tender,
unforgettable portrait of the World War II home front and a family’s
enduring love.
Rebel McKenzie - Candice Ransom 2012-06-26
Rebel McKenzie is an expert on all things prehistoric. How hard could
winning some beauty pageant be?

touchdowns and demonstrated to the world what his heart had known all
along: He had what it took to be a champion. No Excuses is more than
just Derrick Coleman’s story as a sports legend, inspirational role model,
and icon. It’s a motivating and unique testament to the human spirit, to
the potential inside everyone who has ever faced difficult obstacles. It’s
about aiming high in life, giving it your all, and never ever settling for
excuses.
On The Wings of Heroes - Richard Peck 2008-10-16
Davy Bowman’s dad looks forward to Halloween more than a kid, and
Davy’s brother, Bill, flies B-17s. Davy adores these two heroes and tries
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